Fast optical signals in the sensorimotor cortex: General Linear Convolution Model applied to multiple source-detector distance-based data.
In this study, we applied the General Linear Convolution Model to detect fast optical signals (FOS) in the somatosensory cortex, and to study their dependence on the source-detector separation distance (2.0 to 3.5 cm) and irradiated light wavelength (690 and 830 nm). We modeled the impulse response function as a rectangular function that lasted 30 ms, with variable time delay with respect to the stimulus onset. The model was tested in a cohort of 20 healthy volunteers who underwent supra-motor threshold electrical stimulation of the median nerve. The impulse response function quantified the time delay for the maximal response at 70 ms to 110 ms after stimulus onset, in agreement with classical somatosensory-evoked potentials in the literature, previous optical imaging studies based on a grand-average approach, and grand-average based processing. Phase signals at longer wavelength were used to identify FOS for all the source-detector separation distances, but the shortest one. Intensity signals only detected FOS at the greatest distance; i.e., for the largest channel depth. There was no activation for the shorter wavelength light. Correlational analysis between the phase and intensity of FOS further confirmed diffusive rather than optical absorption changes associated with neuronal activity in the activated cortical volume. Our study demonstrates the reliability of our method based on the General Linear Convolution Model for the detection of fast cortical activation through FOS.